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English 

Our focus for Term 5 in English is looking at all the skills we have learnt during the 
year and applying them to a range of different genres. We will use the wonderful story 
‘Burglar Bill’ by Allan Ahlberg to guide us into character descriptions and narrative 
writing. The children will have the opportunity to make their own fairy/elf house using 
a range of found and given resources. Then while they are waiting for magic to begin 
the children will be writing instructions about each step they took.  

Maths 

In Maths this summer we will be exploring measures. Thinking about how we can apply 
our understanding of mass, capacity, length and time to a variety of problems and re-
ally deepening our knowledge of this skill. We know that the children will have worked 
very hard up to this point in the term and we will keep activities very practical and 
use the outside as much as possible. We will also be recovering calculations and apply-
ing these skills to problem solving activities.  

 

 

Science 

or Science, our topic will be Plants. The children will have opportunity to observe and 
describe how seeds and bulbs grow into plants and be able to label the parts of a 
plant. They will also find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable 
temperature to grow and stay healthy.  
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Topic 

We are excited to start our new topic on India. We 
have already discussed what we know and what we 
would like to find out.  This topic is very inspiring for 
the children as they will get to compare their own 
school with a school in India. This topic will end with 
a fun packed day where all the children are invited to 
dress up in traditional Indian clothes, taste Indian 
foods and try out Indian dances.   

Computing 

Our theme this term will be 

‘We are games testers’. 

The children will be  

describing what happens in  

computers games, learning about  

how they are created and finally learn 

to create their own games. 

Music 

Our theme this term will be “Ourselves”. The children 
will be thinking about how they can express their feel-
ings and moods using different instruments. The chil-
dren will also look at their likes and dislikes and how 
they can express these using both voices and instru-
ments. 

P.E. 

The pupils will be learning the skills  

required to participate in invasion games, 

including catching, throwing, shooting and learning 
the rules to games. The pupils will also  

be participating in gymnastics with a  

focus on creating sequences and using apparatus.    

How to help your child at home 

In order to help your child at home while they are in 
Year 2, please ensure you do the following: 

Read with your child daily, asking them questions 
about what they have read.   

Although times tables will now not be tested in a 
weekly test yet, we will still be covering them as part 
of our Maths lessons.   The new National Curriculum 
states that Year 2 children should know their 2, 5 and 
10 times tables.   Please practice these at home as 
much as  possible.   

Practice your spelling patterns and the spelling of the 
yr1 and 2  common exception words on a weekly ba-
sis.   

Support your child with their weekly homework. 

Key Dates 

Pandas class assembly 9.15am Thursday 26th Janu-
ary 

Jaguars class assembly 9.15am Thursday 2nd Feb-
ruary 

Gorillas class assembly 9.15am Thursday 9th Febru-
ary 

End of term Friday 10th February  
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